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November 19, 2002 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

T U E S D AY

Jockeying for
playoff position

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 61
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

Teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference are playing this
weekend for a playoff berth.
Page 12

SPORTS

Campus Pi
Kappa Alpha
chapter removed
◆ Fraternity awaits review from receivership board
By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

The pong show
Matt Gallagher, a freshman physical education major, serves to Matt Regan, a freshman marketing major,
Monday evening in Thomas Hall lobby. Regan went on to beat Gallagher 21-18.

Members of Pi Kappa Alpha
have lost their undergraduate
membership status and the fraternity’s chapter has been temporarily removed pending a review from
a board of alumni who will decide
if the group can continue to function at Eastern.
Bob Dudolski, director of Greek
life, said the fraternity has struggled with a lack of leadership and
several incidents have given the
group a negative image on campus
and in the community. Fully aware
of this image, members of the
group approached the national
office for help in a public relations
campaign aimed at promoting positive viewpoints.
“We try to have as much alumni
involvement as possible,” Dudolski

said. “We haven’t really had a lot of
strong support, and we’re trying to
give them more attention.”
The Pi Kappa Alpha organization
will be reviewed by a receivership
board, a panel of ten to twelve local
community members and Pi
Kappa Alpha alumni, including
Mayor Dan Cougill, who helped
found the Pi Kappa Alpha chapter
at Eastern.
The board will retain ownership
of the Pi Kappa Alpha chapter
while the group attempts to meet
several requirements established
by the board. At the end of the
school year, the board will decide
whether to give ownership of the
chapter back to Pi Kappa Alpha
undergraduates or suspend the
chapter indefinitely, Dudolski said.
Cougill said members of the
SEE REVOKED
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UPI has Life returns to normal in Thomas
guarded
South quad residents lost
optimism
papers, sleep after outages
after
meeting
By Tim Martin

ACTIVITIES EDITOR

By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

A federal mediator met with
negotiation teams for three and a
half hours Monday in an introductory session to agree on a new
three-year faculty contract.
Charles Delman, chief negotiator
for
the
University
Professionals of Illinois, Eastern’s
faculty union said the meeting was
a fine session, but the UPI remains
guardedly optimistic.
The chief negotiator for the university, Bob Wayland, said the two
groups had very good discussions
with the mediator.
“He understands the position of
each party,” Wayland said.
Both Delman and Wayland said
the mediator discouraged either
party from discussing specifically
what was said during the meeting
because it doesn’t help the negotiating process.
“The mediator expects confidentiality about anything he said in
discussion,” Delman said.
The UPI and the administration
made a joint request for a federal
mediator last month to aid in the
bargaining process after negotiations came to a standstill.
Dan O’Leary, director of federal
mediation services for this region,
said he suspects a mediator will
work quickly to get the two groups
to reach an agreement.
Wayland said discussions have
gone well so far, and the UPI and
administration expect to get
together with the mediator again
after Thanksgiving break.

C A I T L I N B U L L I S / A S S O C I AT E P H O T O E D I T O R

Thomas Hall residents wait outside while firefighters put out an electrical fire. Power in Thomas
didn’t return until minutes before 5 a.m. Monday.

◆ Power restored after 9-hour outage, malfunction’s cause unknown
Power was restored to all campus buildings
early Monday morning after some residence
halls in the South Quad lost electricity for nine
hours. The electricity went out after a shortage in a main cable, but the cause for the malfunction is still unknown.
Kelly Miller, assistant director of housing,
said Thomas and Lawson halls were the last
buildings to regain power and electricity was
restored between 4 a.m. and 4:30 a.m. Tuesday.
However, electricians and crews from facilities planning and management continued to
work on equipment until 8 a.m. Subsequently,
the crews took Monday afternoon to rest and
were not available to comment on the cause of
the outage or what damage occurred.
Leigh Morris, a public relations representative for Ameren CIPS, said his records did not

show a power outage on campus and he did not
know of any problems.
The main problem, Miller said, was between
Ameren’s transformer and the university system, and university officials need to determine
what happened.
Thomas Hall went dark Sunday night when a
main power cable shorted out, causing smoke to
filter in Thomas Dining Center at around 7:30
p.m. The smoke was sucked through underground service tunnels into Thomas and
Lawson halls, causing the evacuation of those
buildings.
Electricians also decided to cut off power to
Andrews, Taylor, Lincoln, Stevenson and
Douglas halls at 9:45 p.m., but power was
restored at about 10 p.m.
–Compiled by Melissa Nielsen, campus editor

Hours of hard work were instantly lost
because of the failure to perform a task that
normally takes a few seconds.
Sunday night’s power shortage caused
many paper-typing students to ask, “Why
didn’t I click the save button?”
“I was in my room typing my paper and I
had five pages typed,” Jamie Hahn, a freshman elementary education major, said.
“Luckily, I had it all written down on paper.”
However, not everyone was as lucky, Juli
Schergen, a freshman graphic design major,
said.
“When I walked out into the hallway, I
heard some girl scream, ‘Ahh, my paper!’”
Schergen said.
Rachel Ens, a freshman geology major,
also fell victim to the immediate power outage while typing on her computer.
“I was typing a seven-page English paper
when the power cut out,” she said. “I didn’t
get it done.”
Ken Hoving, a junior special education
major, said many of his fellow residents lost
papers.
“I didn’t lose anything, but a bunch of people had papers lost,” he said. “One guy had
75 percent of a seven-page paper done, but
he didn’t save and he lost it all.”
The lost studying time will have a run-off
effect for the rest of the week.
“I was studying for a weather and climate
test (when the power went out),” said Julie
Fitzgerald, a freshman math major, around
noon. “I have yet to study for it. Everyone
was in the halls, the lobby was packed and I
just couldn’t study.”
Keli Cook, a freshman elementary education major, said she will have to play “catchup” the rest of the week.
“I was going to get a head start on my
papers,” she said. “I’m gonna be cramming
the next two days because I wasn’t able to
get to my books last night.”
Cook, a resident of Lawson Hall, was
unable to reenter her room until approximately 11:30 p.m. Sunday night. The time
S E E O U TA G E S
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How to study
abroad in Ye
Olde England
By Natalie Esposito
S TA F F W R I T E R

Students interested in a trip to
England in a 19th century manor
and staying could earn six major
or elective credit hours over the
summer.
The English department will
hold an informational for a summer study to Harlaxton at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in room 3150 of Coleman
Hall. All students that have completed English 1002 are eligible to
attend and financial aid is available.
The trip will be five weeks of
classroom study, field trips and
independent travel with the main
focus on traveling to sites in
England that are related to the
assigned authors and texts.
“The learning style of being
able to pair a book with a real-life
setting makes everything come
to life,” said Stephine Ramuta, a
senior English major with
teacher certification. “Reading
about a specific place and then
standing in that location was
amazing – it’s like 3-D.”
The Harlaxton manor was
converted into a college campus
for semester study programs by
Evansville University in 1971.
The Harlaxton program was
started at Eastern in 1997 by
Roger Beck, the acting associate dean of graduate studies at
the time. Beck wanted to generate a class at Eastern to study
abroad
and
thought
the
Harlaxton program would be
successful.
“It’s really an excellent way to
conduct a study abroad program,” Beck said. “There is no
language barrier and Harlaxton
is right in the center of where
many great English authors lived
or wrote about. To live in this
manor is an experience in itself.”
Francine
McGregor
and
Christopher Hanlon, both English

professors, will conduct the
study this summer and hope to
take at least 25 students. Classes
will meet three days a week and
class trips will be taken one or
two days a week.
McGregor said students will be
given long weekends for traveling.
Students and faculty members
that traveled to Harlaxton saw
the trip as a positive learning and
teaching experience, Hanlon
said.
“I’ve heard students say it’s
been the most wonderful experience of their life,” he said.
Richard Sylvia, an English professor, thinks the change of country and the 100-room manor help
develop a more energized relationship between teachers and
students.
“Traveling together to visit literary sites associated with classroom learning is sharing so much
more,” Sylvia said. “The landscapes in England help to bring
literature to life.”
Ramuta said he thought the
overall experience was impressive.
“The people, the location, the
books and the classes; the trip
was incredible,” Ramuta said.
“I’ve learned more while I was in
England than I probably have in
the three years I’ve been at
Eastern. I would like to encourage people, even if they don’t
have money, that it’s worth it ...
it’s so worth it.”
Jessica Summers, a sophomore
English major, is interested and
enthusiastic about the upcoming
trip to Harlaxton.
“I’m looking forward to traveling and don’t see a better time
than now or a better place to
study
English
literature,”
Summers said. “I’ve heard so
much about studying abroad and
I am ready to experience it for
myself.”

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

English professor Bonnie Irwin talks with faculty members about technology Monday evening in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Irwin talked about the oral tradition to
current topics of technology.

Symposium shows technology’s
impact on writing in modern world
By Kelly Leuty
S TA F F W R I T E R

Although the speakers at
Monday night’s final installment of
the “Technology and Us” symposium come from opposite backgrounds, they were able to center
their talks around a common
theme.
English professor Bonnie Irwin
and physical education professor
emeritus Tom Woodall presented
lectures to a small group about
technology’s effect upon all
aspects of life.
Wafeek Wahby, associate professor of technology, coordinated the
semester-long symposium for the
school’s centennial celebration.
Irwin’s lecture, titled “I Can
Speak English,” touched on the
advances of technology in writing
throughout the millennia.
Irwin said before the written
recordings of ancient stories,
which began 4,000 years ago, stories were told in the oral tradition.
With this method, storytellers
would have a story structure to go
by, but the details of the story
could change from telling to
telling.
The invention of writing made
stories finite once they were put to
paper, Irwin said.
“One thing writing does is it
makes things permanent,” she
said. “Through a misspelling made
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by a writer in France several centuries ago, Cinderella’s fur slippers
became glass slippers, giving us
the image of a girl running in clear
footwear that most of us know
today.”
Throughout the centuries, other
inventions gave writing to the
masses. With the invention of the
printing press in the 16th century,
Gutenberg made sure “literature
(returned) to the people,” Irwin
said.
Before then, books were reproduced by monks who wrote them
by hand, making them available
only to the elite. Not only did the
printing press enable publishing to
happen more quickly, Irwin said,
but it made it cheaper so that more
people could enjoy literature.
Now, with the invention of the
computer, Irwin said that writing
has come full circle. “Texts in
cyberspace can be given several
endings for readers to choose
from, making the stories more
malleable, like in the days of oral
tradition,” she said.
Woodall’s
presentation,
“Technology in Sport and Exercise
Science,” dealt with several different advances in technology that
have not only benefited those in the
sports world, but those outside of it
as well.
Portable gas meters, which
measure oxygen intake during
activities, have made it possible to

measure the amount of calories
burned during exercise, Woodall
said. “Body composition analyzers,
which measure a person’s water
content using electrical impulses
to determine the percentage of
body fat, help scientists understand better the proper composition of a healthy body,” he said.
Woodall’s PowerPoint presentation included snapshots from the
Student Recreation Center, displaying several types of equipment
that are less strenuous on joints,
but provide the same cardiovascular workout as older exercise
methods. The presentation also
showed machines that target specific muscles to help students get a
full workout.
Even the seemingly-simple digital stopwatch is a huge step from
the analog stopwatches of decades
ago, Woodall pointed out.
A device attached to a runner’s
shoe can now help determine
marathon finishes more accurately
than before by transmitting a signal to a receiver to the finish line.
Woodall did note, however, that
technological advances have not
always been so beneficial.
“Even though humanity can
send a man to the moon, they can
also destroy each other with
advances in warfare,” he said.
“Isn’t there some way we can use
technology to love each other a little more?”

UP

Navigating through Twain with
Huck’ Finn’s moral compass
By Jennifer Chiariello
S TA F F W R I T E R

Controversial chapters in Mark
Twain’s
classic
novel
“Huckleberry Finn” will be interpreted Tuesday.
A panel discussion titled “Huck
Finn’s Moral Compass” will take
place at 4:30 p.m. in the Booth
Library Conference Room.
The panel members include
Theresa Britton, a professor of philosophy; Martin Hardeman, a professor of history and Christopher
Hanlon, a professor of English.
“None of the participants have
checked their remarks with any
other of the participants,” Hanlon
said. “The idea is to explore and
enjoy the differences between the
ways a philosopher, a historian, and
a literary scholar approach the

same text, even the same paragraph.”
The idea came from a casual
discussion between professors
about a moment in the novel
where Huck Finn decides to help
his friend Jim, a fugitive slave,
obtain his freedom, a press
release said.
“Dr. Britton and I were talking
about this moment in Twain’s
novel, mulling over how troubling
and profound it is, when we decided it would be worthwhile to hold a
more public discussion about it,”
Hanlon said.
The interesting thing about the
scene is that Huck experiences
this decision as more evidence that
he is a “wicked” boy, or as he also
likes to put it, “uncivilized.”
“When contemporary readers
come to this point in Twain’s novel,

they have no problem realizing
that it’s the culture whose moral
values are out of whack and not
Huck’s,” Hanlon said.
“But Twain was always interested in the ways in which culture can instill a false morality in
us, so much so that we might mistake good for evil, just like
Huck.”
Hanlon said Twain’s views on
morality differed when an individual congregated with others.
“Twain was often critical of the
idea of a mass morality–he was
convinced that though individuals
might sometimes make sound
moral judgments, groups of individuals would almost always get it
wrong,” Hanlon said.
The floor will be opened up for
audience questions after the panel
discussion.
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Certain university employees
to join rally at statehouse
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

University employees represented by the
American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees Council 31 will join a
rally today at the statehouse in
Springfield.
Supporters of AFSCME from all over
Illinois will hold the “Rock the Capital
Rally” to precede a lobbying effort by
the union’s representatives, said Rick
Prince, AFSCME Council 31 staff representative.
AFSCME, which represents clericaltechnical, food and building service
workers at Eastern, plans to seek support from individual legislators on a bill
for more funds and a restoration of
funds cut by the state.
“Our purpose for being there is to create public awareness of the need for a supplemental appropriation to rescue failing
state services,” Mark Samuels, AFSCME
Council 31 public affairs director, wrote
in a press release.
Prince said legislators’ cutbacks and
layoffs of state employees in the interest
of the state’s tight budget has harmed
every human service agency in Illinois.
“We’ll have representatives from all
over the state to lobby for appropriations to restore funding cuts and put
back money into accounts where (the
state) laid people off,” Prince said.
Between 2,000 to 3,000 people are
expected to rally at the statehouse,

“Any funding we could get
back is good. We’re not really
expecting to get back money
for universities.”
—Matt Pederson
Prince said.
Matt Pederson, president of AFSCME
local 981 and building services worker,
said he expects a few Eastern employees to attend the rally.
E a s t e r n ’s
AFSCME-represented
clerical-technical workers are currently negotiating wages and parity
with the administration.
AFSCME has been meeting with
Bob Wayland, Eastern’s administration’s chief negotiator for all labor
agreements, who said the university
cannot afford wage increases for
any employees.
However, Pederson said today’s
rally is a statewide effort to get
back funding for all 79,000 workers
AFSCME covers, including prison
personnel and mental health service
employees.
“Any funding we could get back
from the state is good,” Pederson
s a i d . “ We ’ r e n o t r e a l l y e x p e c t i n g
to get back money for universities.”

Student Government
looking to fill 23 positions
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Student Government will hold elections
today and Wednesday to fill 23 Student
Senate positions.
Senate is composed of 30 students and the
seven positions not up for reelection are
filled by senate members elected last
semester to the year-long terms, said
Ronnie Deedrick, student vice president for
academic affairs.
Of the 23 positions there are nine on-campus, four off-campus and 10 at-large positions to be filled, he said.
He said senate members have an opportunity to be involved in university policy.
“You’re involved in campus decisions. You
get to be involved in making decisions,” he
said. “We’re probably the most involved
Student Government in the state.”
Deedrick said senate members attend
committee meetings, one weekly senate
meeting and are required to serve two office
hours a week.
The candidates for on-campus senate members are: freshman speech communications
major Jim Markunas; freshman English
major Jennifer Andersen; freshman political science major Ryan Berger; sophomore
political science major Amanda Sartore;
undeclared major Brian Scios; freshman
geology major Jessica Horwitz; sophomore
political science major Jeff Collier; freshman family and consumer sciences major

Jessica Huber; junior marketing major
Alecia Robinson and sophomore psychology major Jennifer Lampley.
The candidates for off-campus positions
are: senior political science major Michael
Johnson; junior social science major Ryan
Herdes; Williams O’Connor and economics
major graduate student Brice Donnelly.
The candidates for at-large positions are:
junior political science major Bill
Davidson; freshman political science
major Kyle Donash; junior English major
Laura Castagna; sophomore undeclared
major Josh Jewett; political science major
Michael Walsh; senior speech communications major Tim Edwards; freshman special education major Nancy Zegler and
management major Matt Kulp.
Two at-large positions will be appointed.
The senate members will begin participating in Student Senate by staying for part of
the agenda during the last senate meeting
Dec. 11, Deedrick said.
“Our last meeting of the semester is kind
of a transition meeting,” he said. “The old
senators stay on for old business and then the
new senators come in for the new business.”
He said the speaker of the senate also will
be selected at the last semester meeting.
Deedrick said senate members and
Student Government executives not on the
ballot will run the polling places. Polling locations will be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
Carman and Coleman Halls and the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

Public schools gaining approval
By Michael Dixon
S TA F F W R I T E R

Public opinion of the public school system has improved, according to a recent
Gallup poll.
A presentation of the 34th annual Phi
Delta Kappa/Gallup poll results was the
focus of Monday night’s speech titled,
“Public Opinion of Public Schools/Gallup
Poll,” held in Roberson Auditorium in
Lumpkin Hall.
The presentation, given by Rick Kolowski,
former Phi Delta Kappa president, highlighted the main issues concerning the public school system.
Three of the biggest problems noted were
the lack of funding for school programs, the
lack of discipline, and overcrowding, but
there aren’t too many solutions for these
problems, Kolowski stated.
“Vouchers are the alternative chosen by
public school critics,” Kolowski said. “Data
shows that voucher support for the use in
public schools is at 52 percent, while 46 percent favor the use of vouchers in private/
religious schools only.”
Mary Lin Lisowski, a science education
professor, said the problem with the voucher system is that “resources should be used
in the community, instead of being taken
out.”
Kolowski said the vouchers are a way to
close the gap between white and minority
students. The poll said 94 percent of those
surveyed believed the gap should be closed
and is caused by an individual’s home life,
economic situation or the community they
come from.
In an effort to close this gap and improve
public education, the government passed the
No Child Left Behind Act.
This act brought up the issue of a national
standardized test versus a state standardized test, which would be decided by the education officials in each state. The decision
called for each state to create their own
tests, which should bring every school to a
proficient level by the 2013-14 school year.
Most people think the emphasis placed on
standardized testing is just right, but an

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Rick Kolowski, a former Phi Delta Kappa
president, discusses main issues concerning the public school system with students
and faculty .
emphasis on homework would make more of
a difference in students grades.
“These tests should be reexamined,” said
Lisowski. “Educators should consider what
is essential for learning and what measures
should be taken.”
The Gallup Poll is used to measure,
report and track public opinion so that policy makers can make policies that apply to
the entire nation, Kolowski said.

New apartment complex
will offer lease alternative
By Maura Possley
CITY EDITOR

A new apartment complex scheduled to
be ready to rent by fall 2003 offers students an alternative for signing leases so
they won’t get stuck paying for additional rent.
The complex will be located just east
of Wal-Mart on Route 16 and is scheduled to break ground this spring to be
ready for residents in next school year.
The apartments are being built by the
Educational Development Company
based in Florida that intends to build
commercial stores, including onto the
57-acre lot where the apartments are
planned to go, said Dean Barber, director of Public Works.
The 120-unit complex will have a
clubhouse, pool and tennis courts and
three bedrooms in most units. The benefit of this particular complex, Barber
said, is the company will offer leases
by bedroom.

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University

25% Off

Cotton Exchange
Runs Nov. 17 - Nov. 23

Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm

Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625

Although the new complex is not
entirely geared toward students, their
creation of leases by the bedroom was
designed to accommodate students.
Instead of signing a lease for the
entire apartment, which leaves residents responsible for roommate’s rent
money if they bail out of the lease, the
new apartments are leased by bedroom.
Thus, if a resident breaks his or her
lease agreement, the landlord is
responsible for the rent and filling the
vacancy instead of the other roommates.
However, Barber said most likely
block leases, those that are signed as a
group for all bedrooms, will still be
available for those who would prefer
them.
So far the apartment complex has
been approved by the city’s Board of
Zoning and Appeals. It will be going
before the city council in the next
month or two for approval, Barber
said.

Stu’s
Stuesday

$2 22oz Bud Light Bottles
$1.50 Rolling Rock
Bears tickets giveaway & tailgate pass
NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
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OPINION

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

The solution to cash problems

Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Help make
a changes
on campus

Nate Bloomquist
Sports editor
and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Bloomquist also
is a senior
journalism major.
He can be reached
at 581-2812 or
nbloomquist@eiu.edu

Now is every student’s chance to influence what
goes on at Eastern. It’s every student’s shot at having things their way.
Twenty-three year-long Student Senate positions
are open. The deadline to apply is Thursday.
Senate members attend committee meetings,
attend one weekly senate meeting and are
required to serve two office hours a week.
Applicants must have a 2.5 grade point average.
If you meet the requirements and have the time
to spare, you should consider
picking up an application from
the Student Activities Office in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Student apathy is a big problem on this campus. If more
people got involved and cared,
we could cure that problem.
If you don’t feel your issues
are being answered, here’s
your chance. If you feel
ignored, apply for a senate
member position and take a
stab at being active and work
to be satisfied with the ways

At issue
Open seats in
the Student
Senate
Our stance
Applications
are available
for 23 senate
seats opening
for the spring
semester.
Students
should take
advantage of
this opportunity to help created change.

things are.
Not many other schools have a Student
Government that has as much power and involvement as our Student Government. Our Tuition and
Fees Committee has been a model for other
schools that want to get involved in having a say
as to how much money students pay for tuition
and fees. Departments have to go through our
Student Senate before going on to the Board of
Trustees, and the BOT actually listens to Student
Senate input.
Prestige is a large part of being involved in the
Student Senate.
The fact still remains, however, that members
of the Student Senate are elected for the good of
the students, and they are supposed to get work
done. They are not just given a title and an honor
to stick on a resume.
This semester, one project senate had was the
walking campaign. One of last year’s campaign
promises was the pick-a-prof program. Were you
satisfied with the walking campaign? Do you think
campaign promises are being kept sufficiently?
As a senate member, you can come up with projects for the senate and your committee, and you
also can hold the executive board accountable.
Do you wish your opinion had more weight? Do
you wish things were run a little differently or
that issues were handled differently? If you want
to influence campus, consider the challenge of
being a Student Senate member.

The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR

Like almost everyone else on
this campus, I have a cash flow
problem.
Most parents know that’s college student speak for, “I’m
broke.” I’m so broke I checked my
wallet for tumbleweeds.
But I have a solution, and if it
works, a floodgate of a revenue
stream for needy students everywhere will be opened.
I’ll simply ask the University
Board to ask the Apportionment
Board for some extra cash. I figure $100 should get me through
until Christmas break — that can
buy a lot of macaroni and cheese.
Critics of this foolproof plan
might say I’m crazy and they
would be right — I’m crazy like a
fox. It worked for the athletic
department and it can work for
you too.
Simply befriend your local feefunded board — it doesn’t really
matter which one. When the time
is right, hit your pal up for some
extra cash. If the athletic department can get $15,000 for games it
doesn’t even know are going to
happen, surely one of the feefunded boards can spare a couple
hundred bucks — after all, ‘tis the
season to give frivolously.
My plan is to try milking some
cash from the dramatic players.

TURN:

LETTERS

TO

THE

“Didn’t the AB make a
rule to prevent this sort
of thing? Or does my
lack of money make
me delirious?”
I’ve been in a few high school
plays and I know plenty about
drama because I took a class
about it once. If they refuse to ask
AB to show me the money I’ll go
into a hissy fit and fire off a soliloquy that never ends.
Where’s my inspiration? I’m
going to my trailer!
Dramatic players is not for
everyone. So be careful in choosing the fee-funded board that
might be the right fit to give you
money.
The connection between the
athletic department and
University Board isn’t clear.
Maybe Rich McDuffie and Caleb
Judy go way back, or something.
You could simply go straight to
the source and ask the AB for
money. You could ask the Student
Senate to ask AB for money and
start a walking campaign of your

own — to the ATM.
Need some extra cash to recover from that nagging intramural
injury? Ask sports and recreation
for some money. No doubt they’ll
pony up the cash to help you get
back on the horse — or to buy one
of your own.
Didn’t the AB make a rule to
prevent this sort of thing? Or does
my lack of money make me delirious?
But that rule came with a glaring loophole the athletic department easily found and took advantage of. There’s nothing to stop
students from using the same
loophole.
Some would say it’s justified to
ask for cash from the UB because
students paid in $5 this semester
only to see the board not use all of
their money. To get some of that
cash back, all you have to do is
ask.
All students on Eastern’s campus could be considered non-fee
funded boards, so technically by
the bylaw, asking for cash is fair
game.
But if students follow through
and demand dollars from the AB,
they’ll get the message and either
deliver or close up the loophole
like it should have done in the
first place.

EDITOR

Veteran’s day should have been in DEN
I suppose it was too good to
be true, too good to last. That
our country should be patriotic
for more than a year. Maybe it
is too much to ask to be proud
of our country, proud of its history and proud of all those
who fought for what we take
for granted today.
Yes, I see the immense
importance of a small crowd
partaking in Greenfest offerings and just how critical it is
that a tornado didn’t affect us.
These were some of the front
page headlines of The Daily
Eastern News on Nov. 11.
I am glad we have a school
newspaper to remind us of all
the important things that are
happening on a day like Nov.
11. For instance, the Eastern
football team won Saturday’s
game. And that’s not all. Isn’t it
wonderful that we should have
an inspiring quote for this Nov.
11 about not being afraid to tell
the truth.
Now, I know there are
many things going on and the
news is there to report it all
and let us know about upcoming events. And, well, I can
only imagine that sometimes
this must seem like a daunting task to make sure everything is included in the paper;
at least everything that is
important, especially on a
Monday like Nov. 11.
For some of you who may
not be up on all your history,
Monday, Nov. 11 was Veteran’s
Day. But, if you didn’t know,
it’s not your fault because it’s
such an easy day to forget,
since there are so many other
things are going on. That must
be the case when the DEN
failed to even mention that this
was Veteran’s Day.
No, there wasn’t even the
mere mention of Veteran’s Day
next to the date on the newspaper where editors found room
to print information about the
football game. There wasn’t a
small blurb about community
events that would be held at
the Square later that morning.
And there just wasn’t enough
room for a photo of our
American flag or, this might be
too much to ask, but an article
about Veteran’s Day itself.
Yes, I suppose it was too
good to be true that we should
take pride in our nation for
more than a moment after the

patriotic frenzy had died
down. I suppose it is too much
to ask for the mere mention
of this holiday to be in our
daily paper. But, isn’t it ironic
how it’s not too much to ask
for these veterans to give
their lives for this country.
Those veterans who have
given us such rights as the
freedom of the press, and
now they are forgotten by the
press they have protected.
Stephanie Livsey
senior journalism major

Presentation stetched
meaning of scripture
In regards to the recent
Pride speaker article concerning the investigations and
interpretations of Bible passages concerning homosexuality: The kids sure stretched
those scriptures to say what
they wanted them to say! I am
sure thousands of theologians
through the centuries have
been wrong and these “Gay
Pride” kids are right in their
reading of the scriptures.
I Corinthians 6:9-10 says
“Neither the sexually immoral
nor idolaters nor male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy
nor drunkards nor slanderers
nor swindlers will inherit the
kingdom of God.” Romans
1:24-27 says when men and
women change the truth of
God into a lie, they are turned
over the unnatural uses of
their bodies or homosexuality.
Many civilizations of the past
have had an outbreak of homosexuality before they fell.
We can have all the liberalminded professors in the world
who do not believe the Bible is
the absolute truth, but you
know what – truth is truth
whether you believe it or not.
Jesus Christ rose from the
dead after paying for our sins
by shedding his own blood on
the cross. He sent back the
Holy Spirit to live in us and
give us power to live a Godly
life if we receive Jesus as lord.
It is sad to me that suddenly
in America, everyone is entitled to an opinion, and it is OK,
but if a Christian disagrees,
they are terrible. It is my
prayer that these kids would

know Jesus loves them and if
they would open their hearts
to him, he will fill the void in
their lives with his love. Sex is
a good thing created by God,
but it is not what someone’s
world should revolve around.
Linda Jones
Associate pastor, Praise
Assembly of God

Support in election
deeply appreciated
We would like to take this
opportunity to express our deep
appreciation to the citizens and
voters of the 55th Senate
District and the 110th House
District for their support this
election year. It has been a
pleasure to travel through these
districts and learn more about
you and the areas we have been
elected to represent.
We look forward to serving
you in Springfield, and have
been honored by the trust you
have placed in us.
Please do not hesitate to
contact either of us with any
concerns, questions or suggestions you may have.
Dale Righter
state senator elect, 55th
District
Chapin Rose
state representative elect,
110th District

DEN editorial views
contradictory
I note your editorial board
position of Nov. 8 concerning
your oposition to limits on freedom of speech in college newspapers. While I strongly support your position, it does seem
odd coming the day after an
opinion article by Maura
Possley celebrating her lack of
support for candidates or elections, or of taking a modicum of
effort to find out anything about
either. The editorial board
decries the actions of govern-

ment officials – the state attorney general and federal judiciary – the day after your paper’s
city editor makes a public
explanation that it doesn’t matter who these people are.
Federal judges and state
attorney generals don’t just fall
out of the sky. They are selected by voters and persons the
voters select. They largely follow policies that they think the
electorate supports. And that is
the key word – the electorate.
Government pays out to those
who pay in. You may argue this
isn’t just, or moral, or fair, and
you may well be right, but that
doesn’t change reality. And
while not denigrating the
importance of money in elections, it does still come down to
votes. The simplest, and most
important way of “paying in” is
to vote. Having vast sums of
cash at your disposal doesn’t
hurt, but it certainly doesn’t
guarantee victory, as Ross
Perot found out. He spent $40odd million on his campaign,
and I tied him in the electoral
college.
By voluntarily choosing to opt
out of the electoral equation,
editor Possley and persons like
her make it simple for government to ignore them and their
concerns. And they probably
will. Don’t expect government
to come begging for your support, or to embrace policies you
desire out of the goodness of
their hearts. That isn’t going to
happen. Government reacts
largely to those who force it to.
Why do you think government
is so concerned about social
security and prescrition drug
benifits? The answer, compassionate rhetoric aside, is simple.
Old people vote, young people
don’t. A majority of the population is young. However, unless
they voluntarily decide to join
the electorate, having a majority
of the population will do you little good as far as the actions of
the government are concerned.
David Carwell
assistant professor of political
science

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Professor shows ancient tree samples at lecture
Geology professor lectures
to on how tree rings can be
used in environment

◆

By Gregory McElroy
S TA F F W R I T E R

Tree samples which can be dated
as far back as 4000 years are used
to help out the scientific world.
About 50 people were in attendance Monday for “How Tree
Rings
Can
be
Used
to
Reconstruct
Environmental
Variables.”
The lecture is the first of
three lectures held in the
Physical Science Building at 7
p.m. this week for National
Geography Awareness Week.
James H. Spear, a professor in
the department of geography,
geology and anthropology at
Indiana State University in Terre
Haute, was the speaker for the
lecture.
“I was basically talking about
dendrochronology,” said Spear,
“which is the use of trees to reconstruct environmental variables,
reconstruct temperature, rainfall,
insect outbreaks and fire history.
It’s basically being able to reconstruct anything that affects tree
growth.”

Geography Awareness Week
was started at Eastern in 1987 by
the
Geographic
Education
Program, said Belayet Khan,
director of the week-long observance.
“This was started with the basic
goals of promoting geography in
the classroom and to also raise
public awareness in this country,”
Khan explained.
Spear’s speech was aided by a
slide show of different types of
tree bark rings.
The rings, which Spear said can
be dated back as far as 4,000
years, help keep an annual record
of how old a particular tree is.
They can also determine how
much the tree has been affected
by snowfall, the wind and air pollution.
One main topic Spear touched
on during the lecture was the
effect of the Panadora moth, of
which there was an outbreak
throughout Oregon and most of
western United States.
He showed how samples of
trees were used to determine how
moths affected tree growth and
development during the outbreak,
which began in 1986.
“I also looked at the fire history
in Oregon,” said Spear. “We looked
at the interaction between those

insect outbreaks and the fires that
are out there as well.”
He passed around an example
of a tree sample to the audience to
show how tree lines are marked
off every ten marks to keep track
of the lines.
Spear also talked about climate
reconstructions in tropical areas
like the Dominican Republic.
“We found a unique site at
10,000 feet in elevation, where the
trees are shedding down for part
of the year because of a dry season,” he said. “There’s not much
rainfall from January to March,
and the trees shut down, which is
unique for a tropical environment.”
After the lecture, he opened the
floor for questions, and the people
in attendance had a lot to ask
about the subject and had overall
positive remarks about the whole
presentation.
“This was a good topic on how
you can take a tree ring and reconstruct variables such as ecology
and anthropology,” said Josh
McGary, a senior geology and
geography major. “I’m glad to see
that the departments of the
College of Science, geography
and geology departments can
put on such good lectures such
as this.”

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

James H. Speer, a professor in the department of geology, geography,
and anthropology at Indiana State University, talks to students and faculty
about the Pandora moth defoliation from 1986 to the present Monday
evening in the Physical Science building.

Altered bylaws allow five boards to ask for additional monies
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Apportionment Board changed
its bylaws in October making it
harder for some campus organizations to receive allocations, but the
bylaw was first put to the test last
week.
The bylaw now allows only the
five boards funded by AB to ask
for additional monies. All nonfunded groups must request the
funded boards appeal to AB on
their behalf for allocations, while
before they could request directly.
Last week, University Board
requested a $15,000 allocation for
the athletic department. The
money was requested to cover student ticket prices for Eastern to
possibly host three rounds of the
football NCAA tournament beginning the end of November.
The money is conditional since
Eastern has to win the bid to host
each round and will not know until

Nov. 24, but AB
approved the
allocation. The
money will first
be put into the
UB budget, and
taken out to
fund
each
round, said UB
chair
Caleb Lou Hencken
Judy.
Athletics
went through the right process in
working with the new bylaw, AB
chair Amy Leonard said.
Leonard said the reason the new
AB bylaw passed was because it
did not shut out groups such as
athletics.
“I think the only reason the
bylaw passed from (Student)
Senate was because of that loophole,” she said. “The non-funded
boards are still able to get money
through the funded boards.”
According to Student Senate
bylaws, now that the $15,000 allo-

“The non-funded
boards are still able to
get money through the
funded boards.”
—Amy Leonard
cation passed, it will be tabled by
senate and possibly passed the
following week and approved by
Shirley Stewart, acting vice president for student affairs, and
interim President Lou Hencken.
Because of senate bylaws and
Thanksgiving break, the allocation will not be completely
approved by the first NCAA
round Nov. 30, said Speaker of
the Senate Bill Davidson. He said
the senate bylaws will likely be
suspended to approve the allocation faster.

If non-funded
boards
appeal
to
S t u d e n t
Senate, one of
the boards AB
funds, to present
their
request to AB,
senate
will Caleb Judy
likely approve
the
board’s
request as a resolution in a weekly senate meeting before presenting the request to AB.
Depending on the circumstances, a request to AB from
non-funded boards could take
longer by funneling the request
through Student Government,
Leonard said.
“If they went through senate, I
think it might become a problem,” she said.
However, the funded boards,
Student
Government,
UB,
Dramatic Players and the AB

itself are most
accessible for
requests from
non-funded
boards,
said
Leonard.
She said the
new bylaw did
not slow down
the process of Bill Davidson
a t h l e t i c s
requesting
funds last week.
Athletic’s use of the new
bylaw will be helpful to a lot of
students, who are not used to
paying to attend Eastern athletic
games, Davidson said. AB funds
the five funded boards and additional allocations with student
fees.
“I think it’s a tangible benefit
for a great number of students,”
Davidson said. “In all aspects of
AB allocations there are going to
be people that get the raw end of
the deal.”

Alpha Phi

The Ladies of
would like to congratulate
our new officers and thank our old officers for their hard
work and dedication!

Office
President
VP of Marketing
VP of Chapter Operations
VP of Recruitment
VP of Program Development
Treasurer
Panhellenic Delegate

2002

2003

Mary Uremovic
Christy Hoefle
Alison Threlkeld
Kristen Skalon
Courtney Gatsos
Joy Litwiller
Kristen Newton

Alison Threlkeld
Alicia Wroblewski
Joy Litwiller
Nikki Verone
Kristen Newton
Nicole Wroblewski
Jessica Cuttone

Kappa Delta
Eric
Feizulov
of Delta Chi

KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD

$2.75 BBQ Pork Sandwich
W/ Fries or Fried Chips
ATM

would like to thank

Daggerman!
for being a wonderful

KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD

$1 Well Drinks
$2 24oz cans
$2 Jager Shots

KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD

By John Chambers

KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD
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Well-Known Geologist Council to discuss official
to speak at EIU for
date for prevention month
Geography week
By Maura Possley
CITY EDITOR

By Drew Harlow
S TA F F W R I T E R

This
week
is
National
Geography Awareness Week;
however, not many people know
it.
In light of this, Eastern has
scheduled a line-up of speakers
to come and address a number
of issues.
Richard C. Berg, senior geologist, will be speaking at 7 p.m.
Tuesday evening in room 3040
in the Physical Science Building
on the importance of knowing
how resources are being used in
America. He will also discuss
where those resources are
going. Berg is the director of
the
Geological
Mapping
Program and is the lead conductor of the Illinois State
Geological Survey, located in
Champaign.
Berg will provide information
from interviews with the head
of the Illinois State Water
Facility and the Director of the
Illinois
State
Health
Department, regarding how
natural resources are being
used.
Belayet Khan, an associate
professor of geology and geography, said he selected Berg for
obvious reasons.
“He is a well known geologist

“(Richard C. Berg) is
a well known geologist who has conducted a lot of research
and map-work.”
—Belayet Khan
who has conducted a lot of
research and map-work,” Kahn
said.
There are many tasks Kahn
and the rest of his constituents
hope to accomplish during
National Geography Awareness
Week.
“We want to promote geography awareness among the public, as well as in the classroom
and encourage people to know
more about geography education,” Kahn said.
All lectures are funded by the
College of Sciences, Faculty
D e v e l o p m e n t ,
Geology/Geography
Department and GTU Club.
A reception for the speakers
preceding each lecture will take
place at 6 p.m. in room 3121 of
the Physical Science Building
and refreshments will be
served.

As November comes to a close,
the city is gearing up for Drunk and
Drugged
Driving
Prevention
Month, which will be proclaimed at
tonight’s City Council meeting.
The tentative date to kick off
Drunk and Drugged Driving
Prevention Month is Nov. 25, and
throughout the month red ribbons
will be distributed by the police
department and other city departments.
A new 15-year cable contract may
be approved tonight by the council
with Mediacom Cable Company.
Before approving the franchise
agreement, the city discussed sever-

al concerns they had with the quality of cable.
Mayor Dan Cougill said although
the cable has improved a little, the
company has said once the transfer
from old equipment to new takes
place in early December, the reception should be restored.
A new item to the cable agreement
is customer service standards,
Cougill said. The city added about
three and a half pages of Federal
Communications Commission standards regarding customer service. The
standards address how long the cable
can be out for before being restored, a
mandatory toll free telephone number
open 24 hours a day, seven days a week
and installation standards among others.

Also on its agenda, the council will be
allocating $850 in tourism funds to put
up a billboard on Route 16 coming into
town advertising the city’s square and
stores it offers, Cougill said.
The council will also allocate $2, 422 in
tourism funds to the Lincoln Log Cabin
Historic Site, which had 130,00 visitors
last year, for promotion, Cougill said.
Also tonight, more than $4,000 in tourism
funds will be expended for three marketing projects. The projects include
brochures for stops on Interstate 57,
regional tourism office and for the 2003
Charleston tourism guide.
Council meetings are at 7:30 p.m. in the
council chambers in the city’s municipal
building located at Sixth Street and
Jackson Avenue. The meetings are
open to the public.

Come out to the blood drive today
By Layne Utsinger
S TA F F W R I T E R

Delta Tau Delta and The American
Red Cross are sponsoring a blood
drive from 1 p.m. to 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
“Delta Tau Delta has attained
every goal they have set as far as
units of blood obtained,” said Tracy
Torbec, manager of the Red Cross.
“The last goal was set at 150 units
and is now increased to 250 units.”
The American Red Cross spon-

sors approximately four blood
drives on campus each year with
the help of various campus organizations.
“There is so much hard work
put into these drives,” Torbec
said. “It takes cooperation from
many groups and a tremendous
amount of staff members to make
sure the goals can be met.”
In order to donate blood, donors
must meet certain criteria. The
donor must be at least 110 pounds
and in good health the day of donation.
Torbec explained that “good

health” means the donor should not
have a fever or chronic cough. In
addition to being in good health,
the donor cannot currently be taking antibiotics or have taken them
for at least two days prior to donation.
Tattoos must be at least one year
old, however piercings are acceptable if done in a sterile environment.
It is also important for a donor to
eat a balanced meal the week before
donation and especially on the day
of donation.
Free T-shirts will be handed out
for those who participate.

1305 Lincoln Ave
217-345-6424
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (PG)
7:15
SWEET HOME ALABAMA (PG13)
7:00

Open for Breakfast
Weekdays 5am - 11am
Weekends 5am - 12pm

Chicken Lunch

3 Piece Dinner

2 pieces of chicken

3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw
coleslaw
biscuit
2 biscuits
Every
00
6 5 Tuesday

$2

11am - 8pm

$3

University Theatre

Open Auditions

Eastern Illinois University

Bus Stop Locations
For Drop Off On Friday Afternoon
And Pick Up On Sunday Evening
Phone: (217) 581-5122
Website:
www://eiu.edu~union/busservice.html
Two Convenient
Pick Up Points on Fri.
Union 2:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
9th (By ATM)St. 2:50 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
Bus Will Depart on Friday, Nov. 22 and Return Sunday, Dec. 1

HARRY POTTER AND THE CHAMBER
OF SECRETS (PG)
3:30 4:30 6:05 7:00 8:00 9:30 10:20
HALF PAST DEAD (PG13)
4:45 7:30 10:00
8MILE (R)
3:45, 6:30, 9:10
SANTA CLAUS 2 (G)
4:00, 6:45, 9:20
THE RING (PG13)
4:15, 7:15, 9:50
JACKASS: THE MOVIE (R)
5:15, 8:15, 10:15

imagine.

7:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 21
at the

Village Theatre - 960 18th Street
audition for roles in

A Doll’s House
by Henrik Ibsen

To audition: prepare 2 one-minute monologues (one serious,
one comic) and sign-up for a time slot in the Theatre
Department main office, 300 Lawson Hall or call 581-3121 for
more information.
Auditions are open to everyone. Community actors, faculty
and staff and encouraged to audition. You do not have to be a
theatre major or a student participate.

Mother’s Mock New Years Eve Party
Sat. Dec. 7

Come for your chance to win a spring
break trip for two to Cancun
Formal Attire, Balloon Drop, and
Champaign Toast
$1 U-Call-It Drinks

Tickets $10
Act Now, Limited Number Available
Contact George @ 348-1267 or Scott @ 345-4066
Tickets will also be available at Mothers this Thursday

advertise
581-2816
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FEATURE

Alumnus is beaming with pride after unveiling debut novel
By Alta King
F E AT U R E S E D I T O R

Writing a thousand words a day,
seven days a week for six months
produced the first draft, and two
years later, the novel “Wild Hands
Toward The Sky” by Ray Elliott
was finished.
Elliott, an Eastern alumnus from
Urbana, took an early retirement
to write “Wild Hands Toward The
Sky.”
“The novel has been in my head
all of my life,” Elliott said.
“Wild Hands Toward The Sky” is
a novel about a 5-year-old boy named
John Walter McElliogott from a
rural Illinois farm community
whose father died in World War II.
McElliogott finds himself drawn to
the men of the area who served in
the war and returned.
The veterans teach McElliogott
lessons they have learned about life,
responsibility, duty and honor.
McElliogott attempts to apply what
he learns to his own life in order to
form his identity.
Elliott, who was born in 1940,
grew up with veterans of World
War II in Robinson, Ill. Elliott
noticed that suicide, alcoholism
and domestic abuse were among

the things that
the veterans
went through
upon
their
return home.
“(What they
went through)
was difficult to
internalize,”
Elliott said.
Ray Elliott
After interviewing World “The novel has
War II veter- been in my head
all of my life.”
ans and putting
his career at a slight halt, Elliott
dedicated three years to writing
the novel.
“I woke up every morning at
4:23, which was when I was born
,and wrote until I had a thousand
words,” Elliott said.
He sent the first draft to an
agent, who complained that it was
too long. Elliott revised his draft
and had his wife, the editor of
alumni publications at the
University of Illinois, read and
edit the novel.
“Wild Hands Toward The Sky”
was completed this summer.
Elliott began his higher education at the University of Illinois as
a business major. After one
semester, he decided he didn’t

want to study business and joined
a construction company. The company then laid him off.
Elliott then decided to attend
Eastern to study psychology
because it was only 50 miles away
from home. He earned a bachelor’s of science degree in psychology in 1969 with a minor in journalism. Elliott was a staff writer
for The Daily Eastern News, but
didn’t have the time to be an editor.
“I was a bartender at Roc’s,
Sportsman’s, the Moose and the
Elks, and often that took 40 hours
a week,” Elliott said.
Elliott
earned a master’s
degree in English from Southern
Illinois University and a master’s
degree in journalism from the
University of Illinois. He decided
to study English because he was
influenced by Robinson native
James Jones, author of “From
Here to Eternity.”
“I read four to five novels a week
while I was in high school,” Elliott
said.
Elliott decided to study journalism because having a byline interested him.
Besides writing a novel, Elliott
has been a newsletter editor,

teacher and professional writer.
Elliott taught journalism and was
the advisor for the student newspaper at Charleston High School for
the 1972 to 1973 school year.
He was a daily columnist for the
Robinson Daily News, and his
columns were published in other
area newspapers. Elliott considers
this to be one of the best jobs he has
ever had.
“I was able to write 600 to 700
words on what I thought about
things every day,” Elliott said.
Elliott is now a member of a literacy program in Robinson, which
he and his wife began, and runs a
publishing company called “Tales
Press.”
He has co-authored another
novel which has been published by
Tales Press.
“It’s called ‘Bittersweet,’ and it’s
about the Heath candy company,”
Elliott said.
Elliott is pleased with his accomplishments.
“I’m doing what I have always wanted to do,” Elliott said.
To read an excerpt from “Wild
Hands Toward The Sky,” to purchase
the novel and to purchase other books
published by Tales Press, visit
www.talespress.com.

PHOTO COURTESY OF
W W W. TA L E S P R E S S . C O M

Eastern alumnus Ray Elliott worked
on his debut novel for three years,
and is quite proud of himself now
that he has polished it off. The
book is titled”Wild Hands Toward
The Sky.”

SIU faculty voting on strike despite recently received offer
CARBONDALE, Ill. (AP) —
Southern Illinois University faculty began casting ballots Monday
on whether to authorize union
leaders to call a strike despite a
proposal by university officials
aimed at ending the impasse over
a new contract.
On Friday, administration negotiators offered the faculty a fouryear package that includes no
raise in 2002-2003 school year,
and raises each of the subsequent

three years tied to state appropriations, plus an additional 1
percent,
said
Worthen
Hunsaker, SIU’s associate vice
chancellor
for
academic
affairs.
For the first year of the
raise, in 2004, the formula proposed by the university would
likely yield a 5 percent raise,
Hunsaker said.
The proposal also calls for
renegotiating the raise in any

year the state asks universities
to give back some of their funding, as the state did last year.
The union, w h i c h r e p r e sents about 60 percent of
the 688 full-time faculty at
the Carbondale campus, is
considering the offer but is
not happy with it, said
spokesman Jim Kelly.
Faculty negotiators will
submit a formal response
when talks resume Friday,

he said.
The SIUC professors, who
earn an average $60,200
yearly, are demanding a 21
percent raise in salary and
benefits over three years,
as well as the hiring of
more
professors
to
decrease the professor-student ratio.
The union claims the
school can afford it despite
more than $10 million in

state budget cuts this year.
Public university professors in Illinois average
$66,000 annually.
If union members authorize a strike, leaders will call
for a walkout if university
negotiators don’t meet their
demands by Feb. 3, union
president
Mortezea
Daneshdoost said.
Voting will continue until
Wednesday.
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HELP

WANTED

HIRING FOR SECOND SEMESTER: PART-TIME & FULL-TIME
POSITIONS. SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR ORDER ENTRY.
STRONG
KEYBOARDING
SKILLS A PLUS. MUST POSSESS EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION SKILLS. EXPERIENCE
WITH PHONE SALES HELPFUL.
SCHEDULING FLEXIBLE. APPLY
IN PERSON AT SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION, INC. COLES
BUSINESS PARK 5955 PARK
DRIVE, CHARLESTON FOR
DIRECTIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: HIRING FOR SECOND
S E M E S T E R
PROOFREADERS/TYPESETTERS. MUST POSSESS COMMAND OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AND ABILITY TO DISCERN MISTAKES IN TEXT QUICKLY AND
ACCURATELY.
EXPERIENCE
WITH MACINTOSH AND PAGEMAKER A PLUS. SCHEDULING
FLEXIBLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION,
INC. COLES BUSINESS PARK
5955
PARK
DRIVE,
CHARLESTON FOR DIRECTIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
_________________________1/13
Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class Schedule???
WESTAFF has immediate long
term fundraising/inside sales
positions available. We offer:
Flexible
Scheduling,
A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid
Training,
Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00

FOR

RENT

ROOMMATES WANTED! Near campus - Single leases available.
$275/month. Call Lindsey 348/1479
_________________________11/19
CLOSE TO CAMPUS-furnished
apts, 1, 2, & 3 BR. ONLY A FEW
LEFT!! Call 345.2516
_________________________11/22
NOW LEASING FOR 2003-2004
SCHOOL YEAR. 5 bdrm house.
Close to campus. Nice yard and
good parking. Call 345-7355
_________________________11/22

FOR

RENT

LEASING FOR FALL 2003: 2-6 BR
houses, great rates & locations!
Call 346.3583
_________________________11/19
1 BDRM small, cozy, cheap, off
campus,
pets
possible.
$225/Month. 345-3411
_________________________11/20
Fall 2003: 4 & 6 bdrm house 1
1/2-2 blocks from campus, 10
month lease. 348-0394
_________________________11/21
New Duplex apartment 2-3
blocks from campus. 3 bdrm, 1
1/2 baths, W/D, deck, yard, 10
month lease. 348-0394
_________________________11/21
Now leasing for 2003-2004: Very nice
2 & 3 bdrm apartments, close to campus, DSL Internet included in some
units. $235-$260 per student/per
month. 235-0405
_________________________11/21
CLOSE TO CAMPUS: furnished
upstairs 2 and 3 bedroom apartment, 10 month, $260 each for 2
or $215 each for 3. 348-0288
_________________________11/21
APARTMENTS 2003. 2&3 bedroom.
Near campus. www.eiuapts.com
345-2416
_________________________11/22
HOUSES 2003 Across from campus. 4 & 5 people needed.
www.eiuapts.com 345-2416
_________________________11/22
AVAILABLE NOW OR SECOND
SEMESTER! Townhouses and
Apartments for 2 to 5 Tenants.
Bargain Price! 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
_________________________11/22
FALL 2003: 4,3,2, BEDROOM HOUSES
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS,1026 EDGAR DR. 348-5032
_________________________11/22
EXTREMELY NICE 2 Bdrm, 1 or 2 bath
apartments available for summer and
fall. W/D and trash included, close to
campus, no pets. Call 345-9267
_________________________11/22
Newly purchased, extra nice, 3
bedroom, 2 bath home on
University Drive. W/D included.
Close to campus. Available
August 1st. 345-9267.
_________________________11/22
EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT.
JUST CAME AVAIL. 2088 1/2 6TH
ST. CARPETED, A/C, SHOWER,
VERY QUIET APT. DEPOSIT AND
LEASE REQUIRED. WILL CONSIDER PETS! CALL 345-7522
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462 ASK
FOR LARRY.
_________________________11/22

FOR

RENT

AWESOME: 4-5 bdrm house, fall
2003. 11/2 baths, w/d No. 1
Orchard Dr.(behind McDonald’s)
$1200/month. 217-898-1514.
_________________________12/3
2 bdrm house with basement, AC,
enclosed porch, carpeted, available 12/15 for $550/month, no
pets. 345-3232 days.
_________________________12/5
Now renting for Fall of 2003. 4-6
bedroom apts, close to EIU. Call
3345-2467
_________________________12/5
DON’T WAIT!! Go for the best!
Beautiful, like new apts. Near
campus! Good management &
security. 345.2516. Available Fall
2003.
_________________________12/6
Newly remodeled throughout.
Available for Spring or 2003. 1 BR
200 W. Monroe, 3 BR 956
Division. 345-0853
_________________________12/10
Fall 2003: Brittany Ridge, 4 bedroom for 4 or 5 people, 2 1/2
baths, W/D, DSL access, Low
utilities and great floor plan.
$200/mo/person, Local, responsive landlord. 348.8886 leave
message
_________________________12/13
GET OUT OF THE DORMS!!!
Get ready for Springtime parties. January-rooms available
for Short term lease. Share
house VERY close to campus.
345.3273
_________________________12/16
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES: AVAILABLE FALL 2003,
3,4,5,6 BDRM APART., HOUSES,
AND TOWNHOUSES. MANY
INCLUDE FREE DSL INTERNET,
FREE LAUNDRY, AND OTHER
EXTRAS. E-MAIL US AT eastern_il_prop@yahoo.com
OR
CALL 345-6210 FOR PROPERTIES AND PHOTOS. ASK FOR
BECKY AT EXT. 2
_________________________12/20
For Spring 2003: 2 BR Unf Apt w/
stove, refrig, AC, microwave.
Laundry in complex. Trash pd.
1305 18th St & 2001 S 12th St.
$395/single.
$460/2
adults.
348.7746
_________________________00
For Fall 2003-2 BR Unf Apt w/
stove, refrig, AC, microwave,
laundry in complex. Trash pd.
1305 S 18th St & 2001 S 12th St.
$395/single,
$460/2
adults.
348.7746
_________________________00

FOR

RENT

FOR

Spring Semester 2003. One
month free. New 3 BR unf apt. w/
stove,
refrig,
dishwasher,
microwave, cathedral ceiling,
indiv sink/vanity in each bedroom,
water/trash pd. One block from
Old Main. 348.7746
_________________________00
HOUSES & APARTMENTS: ALL
SIZES, ALL CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
GREAT PRICES CALL 345-6967
_________________________00
LEASING FOR FALL 2003-2004:
1,2,& 3 BR apts, clean, good loc,
trash & parking incl. No pets.
Williams Rentals, 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR, 1 car garage. Nice backyard & patio. Located in a quiet
neighborhood. Available now!
$550/mo. 345.5088
_________________________00
Apts. for rent at 1812 9th St.
AVAILABLE NOW! 3&4 BR, Lease
time negotiable. Close to campus. Please call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
Apts. for Rent at 1812 9th St.
Available 2003-2004. Furnished,
close to campus, behind EIU
Police. 1,2,3,& 4 BR. Laundry on
premises, parking included, &
trash paid. Locally owned, clean
& nice. Call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
1 BR furnished apt with garage.
Great location 1525 3rd. No parties or pets. 345-5048
_________________________00
3 BR furnished apt. 1521 1st St.
CA, garbage disposal, dishwasher, free parking. No pets or parties. 345-5048
_________________________00
1 and 2 BR furnished apts. Low
rent, low utilities. 10 mo. lease.
No parties or pets. 345-5048
_________________________00
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with dishwasher, microwave, cent air, laundry, very nice. No pets. 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE
REST. 2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE, NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 3481067
_________________________00

RENT

FOR

ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 1111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
_________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $280/PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSL/ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.
_________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments available IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMESTER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus. Located
across from Carman Hall. 3456000
_________________________00

RENT

Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt. w/loft, Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1, $425 for 21/2 of duplex, 1 BL N of O’Brien
Field, Call Jan 345.8350
_________________________00
2003-2004 school year. Nice and
close to campus. Unfurnished
houses. No pets. $285 per person
per month. 12 month lease. 3453148 or 512-9227.
_________________________00
4 BR, 2BA HOUSE FOR FALL ‘03.
W/D, low utilities, roomy with
great backyard. Very nice house,
close to EIU. Never been used as
rental before. 345-9595
_________________________00
One bdrm. apts. for Aug ‘03-’04.
PP & W PROPERTIES, INC. 2
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. ONE
BLOCK AND 1 1/2 BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH
STREET. One or Two person leases. Central heat & AC, laundry
facility. Trash service & off street
parking included. Perfect for serious students or couples. 3488249
_________________________00
Fall 2003: 2 & 3 bedroom furnished apartments. Utilities
included, close to campus, no
pets. Call 345-6885
_________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring 2003 and
Fall 2003. Excellent locations.
345-7530
_________________________00

CAMPUS

CLIPS

NATURAL TIES: meeting tonight at 5pm in the Paris Room in the
Union. Change a life, maybe even yours!
CHI ALPHA CAMPUS MINISTRIES: Bible study tonight at 7pm at 7th
ST. Underground
Come join us to learn about the word! Study is led by Pastor Claude
Magee. Special location this Mon. only. Matthew 13-Lesson.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY CAMPUS CHAPTER: general meeting
tonight at 8pm in the Martinsville Room of the Union. Everyone is welcome to attend!
STUDENTS OF HAND: Meeting tonight at 6pm in 2120 Coleman. Join
us to discuss upcoming events!
CHRISTIAN BIBLE STUDY: Today from 1-1:50pm in the Food Court.
Everyone is invited, were going through the book of Mark.
PRIDE: Weekly meeting at 8pm in the Oakland Room, third floor,
Union. Lots of things to talk about. Please join our ever growing group!
Visit www.eiu.edu/~eiupride
PRSSA Interviewing Workshop at 6pm in Coleman Hall Rm 2130.
Christmas Party December 2 at E.L. Krackers.
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30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

51“Sufferin’
succotash!”
speaker
56Phi follower
57Fly-catching
bird
59Oarlock
60Cigarette
ingredient
61Brain waves
62Sent flowers
to, say
63Norm: Abbr.
6420 Questions
turn
65Held the
deed to

DOWN
1Egyptian
pyramid, e.g.
2Moises of
baseball
3Drano target
4Father or
brother
5“Agreed.
However …”
6Lying
faceANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
down
7Tall tale
8Aussie greeting
9Degree div.
10“I’m smarter
than the
average …”
speaker
11“Beep,
beep!”
speaker
12With 50- and
53-Down,
apt title for
this puzzle
K Y
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Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

25Building
beam
26Take turns
29Tweak
33“Laugh-In”
actress
34Plants
35Cambodia’s
Lon ___
36Mamie’s man
37Less ornate
39Brokaw’s
network
40Born, in bios
41Bizarre
42Sandwich
shop
43Completely
accurate
45Tied fast
47Shoots the
breeze
48Return for a
buck?
49Cornered

T
W
E
E
T
Y
B
I
R
D

Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment: Check No._______

ACROSS
1Hardly highclass
6Tiny
tribesman
11Medicine
givers, for
short
14Stan’s partner in comedy
15Ham’s need
16Feed bag
tidbit
17Callisto and
Europa, to
Jupiter
18Borneo critter
19Alcott of
women’s golf
20“What’s up,
Doc?”
speaker
22The Dow,
e.g.
24Remote button

T
H
A
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Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: ______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
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Puzzle by Sherry O. Blackard

13Charon’s
river
21Sport ___
(modern vehicle)
23___ King
Cole
25Memo
phrase
26African
charger
27Like some
old buckets
28“I tawt I taw
a puddy tat!”
speaker
29Bat one’s
eyelashes,
say

30Actress Skye
31High-minded
32Heston epic
34Lot in life
37“Th-th-ththat’s all,
folks!”
speaker
38Schleps
42Where a
boxer might
be champion
44Directionsgiving org.
45Dallas hoopster, briefly
46Pug’s combo
48Grace word

49Play makers?
50See 12Down
51Popeye’s
___’pea
52Those for
53See 12Down
54Robt. ___
55Funny Foxx
58College Web
site suffix
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Revoked:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

fraternity approached him earlier in the year asking
for assistance in improving the image of the group. At
the time he was approached, Cougill hoped the national organization would let him work with the group
personally without the receivership board, but the
national organization opted to bring in the panel.
“I think (members of Pi Alpha Kappa) recognized
they do not have the best image,” Cougill said. “I’m
willing to donate time to see if they can get that image
to improve.”
Representatives from the national headquarters
interviewed each member of the fraternity last week
to find out who has contributed to the organization
and review their academic standings, Dudolski said.
Of the 46 members interviewed, 18 were put on
early alumni status, causing their membership to the
fraternity to be held until graduation. Most members
living in the official house were retained, but those
put on suspension were relocated to other on campus
housing.
The remaining 28 men and 18 newly pledged members will now work to improve the image of their fraternity and meet the recommendations of the
receivership panel to keep their chapter. Dudolski
said the board wants to see improved academic performance and more community service under the
guidance of Pi Alpha Kappa president, Jeff Pasqua, a
senior marketing major.
Pasqua said he hopes to send a message to students
and community members that the group wants to
reorganize and recreate themselves, letting go of an
image created by members who have since graduated.
He said he felt that Phi Kappa Alpha never lacked
leadership, but lacked communication with outsiders.
“As far as community service goes, we’re going to
be out there,” he said. “If we lacked anything, it was
not being noticed for our accomplishments.”
Dudolski said Pi Kappa Alpha has not been as
strong in community service as other Greek groups
but has taken steps recently to change that. The
group recruited a chapter advisor and members plan
to work this year’s Christmas on the Square, to have
volunteer hours with the elderly and put in community service hours every January weekend.
Cougill said he has confidence that members of Phi
Kappa Alpha will be able to meet the criteria set by
the board but is not unwilling to deny the group’s
charter.
As he works with the receivership board, he said he
will be looking to see if the group has a “good core” to
work with.
“If it can’t be fixed, get rid of it,” Cougill said. “(I
am) not afraid to say terminate.”
However, Pasqua was confident that Pi Kappa
Alpha would continue to thrive on campus.
“Pi Kappa Alpha plans to let everyone know that
they plan to contribute to this community “immensely,” he said.
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Journalists go through military
boot camp to prepare for wartime
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — With tours of
aircraft carriers and submarines and
lessons in seasickness, nearly five
dozen journalists began an unprecedented “media boot camp.”
The U.S. military, anxious to
improve its relationship with the press
during wartime, promised a new,
hands-on training session to help the
Department of Defense better learn
how to accommodate the media.
Aboard the USS Harry S. Truman on
Monday, Rear Adm. John Stufflebeem,
the ubiquitous Navy spokesman of the
Afghanistan War, promised reporters,
“We are going to tell you the truth. We

are going to tell you what we can tell
you, and we are going to tell you when
we can’t.”
The training — hosted first by the
Navy, then the Marines — began on
Saturday with 58 journalists bouncing
40 miles across 6-foot waves to the
USS Iwo Jima, the Navy’s newest
amphibious assault ship. The craft
sails Marines and all their battle needs
to overseas combat locales.
In groups of three, reporters and
photographers arrived on LCACs
(landing craft air cushions), propellerdriven amphibious vessels that looked
not unlike giant metal boxes. It is a

mode of transportation not recommended for those prone to seasickness.
The LCACs motored up the ship’s
lowered aft ramp and drove into the
belly of the Iwo Jima, depositing several green-tinged journalists who’d
filled their Navy-provided plastic sickness bags.
A brief, claustrophobic tour was
also provided of the USS Hampton,
one of the Navy’s nuclear-powered
submarines. But information about the
heavily guarded, black sub peeking
from the waters off Norfolk was not
forthcoming.

Ice cream makers reduce ‘the brick’
EGG HARBOR TOWNSHIP, N.J.
(AP) — The half-gallon ice cream container — the sweet standard of grocery store freezers for decades — is
starting to shrink.
While manufacturers over the years
reduced the package size of everything from candy bars to dish detergent, the traditional ice cream “brick”
remained what it was — the half gallon.
Now, pinched by rising ingredient

costs and afraid to raise prices already
above $5, at least two ice cream makers have started silently phasing out
the half gallon with a 1.75-quart carton, a half-pint smaller.
Dreyer’s, which is based in Oakland,
Calif., and sells the Dreyer’s and Edy’s
brands, began introducing the smaller
package in March. The new and old
cartons can be found side-by-side during the transition, identical in shape
and design — and price. But one has

two quarts, the other 1 3/4 quarts.
“We have over 100 flavors and many
of them — because people are preferring indulgent, chunky flavors — cost
more to produce than regular flavors
like vanilla,” said Dreyer’s spokeswoman Dori Bailey. “We’d like to keep
the cost at a price that’s more affordable for folks.”
Schwan’s, which sells primarily via
a 7,000-vehicle fleet of home delivery
trucks, made the switch in 2001.

Outages:

major, played cards after reentering
Thomas Hall.
“I played euchre till 1:30 in the morning with some friends,” he said. “Some
people on my floor were yelling to people in Andrews using their flashlights. It
was pretty funny.”
Others preferred to spend the downtime eating, if not by choice, by necessity.
“We had to eat all my ice cream
because we didn’t want it to melt,”
Schergen said.
Hovan ordered a pizza minutes before
the first wave of power outages came.
“I was in my room and we just
ordered a pizza and were waiting (when
the power was first lost),” she said. “We

ended up having six people crammed in
a two-door car as we all ate pizza. It was
either that or stand outside in the cold.”
West said he couldn’t fall asleep last
night because he was too used to falling
asleep with noise after two years of college. Without the typical blare of televisions and CD players, the residence
halls were unusually quiet.
However, not all students had troubles sleeping.
“One girl on our floor slept right
through it all for two hours,” Cook, a resident of Lawson Hall, said. “She said she
woke up and then walked over to
Andrews. It was weird, the Resident
Assistants knocked on her door and
everything.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

students spent without electricity
ranged from as short as an hour and a
half in Taylor Hall and as long as nine
hours in Thomas Hall.
Students were allowed to reenter
their dorms around 10:30 p.m. Although
the rooms did not have light, the hallways remained lit.
“We came back around 11 p.m. and we
sat in the hallways until about 1 a.m.,”
said Hoving, a resident of Thomas Hall.
“We brought out our mattresses and put
them in the hallways and used them as
couches.”
Jarrod West, a junior accounting

SUBLESSORS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SUBLESSOR NEEDED! Large 1
bdrm apt. January- June. Close
to Campus, $335/month. Call
Traci at 815-953-0913
_________________________12/1

Students-quit smoking now! Contact
Jessica at 581-7786 for information!
_________________________11/22
***SPRING BREAK BLOWOUT***
LOWEST PRICES & FREE TRIPS
FREE MEALS AND PARTIES, BOOK
BY NOV. 6TH, limited inventory left,
Most RELIABLE**15 YEARS EXPERIENCE FEATURED ON TRAVEL
CHANNEL, & MTV. SUNSPLASH
TOURS.COM 1-800-426-7710
_________________________11/23
BEFORE YOU SPRING BREAK, EBREAK! The online authority for Spring
Break 2003! Visit www.ebreaknow.com
for all of your Spring Break needs!
_________________________12/16

ACAPULCO-BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS-SPRING BREAK! The
only company exclusive to
Acapulco! That’s why we’re the
BEST. “Go Loco Inn Acapulco”
with the #1 Spring Break
Company in Acapulco for 16
years! Call 800.875.4525 Today.
www.bianchi-rossi.com. Be a
Rep, travel FREE-ask how!
_________________________12/16
****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578 dept
2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16

***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed, Earn
$$$$. Group Discounts for 6+.
1.888.THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578
dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
& Meals! 1.800.234.7007 endlesssummertours.com
_________________________12/16

imagine.
Available Now! Nice large 1 bedroom apartment. New carpet.
345-6967
___________________________00
House with 3 or more bedrooms.
W/D, dishwasher, 6 month lease.
Close to campus. 345-6967.
_________________________00
Available in January: large 1 bedroom apartment. 1/2 block from
campus. $345. 345-6967
_________________________00
SEITSINGER RENTAL HOUSE 1074
10TH STREET. 11/2 BLKS FROM
CAMPUS. AVAIL. DEC. 22 FOR
SPRING SEMESTER 2-4 PERSONS
NEEDED. COMPLETELY FURNISHED PLUS DISHWASHER, W/D
CALL 345-7136
_________________________00
Tired of roommates? Single apt.
on the square $325 inc. utilities.
345-2171 9-11am days.
_________________________00

SUBLESSORS
SUBLEASING FOR SPRING 2003
Unique 1 BR apt. Excellent condition. Secure location. Available
Jan. Upperclassmen & non-students. Please contact 345.7322.
Please leave a message.
_________________________11/19
SUBLESSOR
NEEDED!
2
MONTHS RENT FREE!! Large 1
BR Apt with room for 2 occupants. Park Place on 7th st.
Available second semester &
summer. Call 345.2011
_________________________11/22
1 sublessor needed to share 3 bedroom apartment for spring semester.
$300/month. Trash, water, parking
included, 1 block from campus. Call
Jessica at 348-9301.
_________________________11/22
HURRY! ADORABLE 1 BDRM
APARTMENT 2 CLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS.
LOW
UTILITIES.
PARKING AND TRASH INCLUDED. 345-8279
_________________________11/22

PERSONALS
Niki Jensen of KAPPA DELTA: You did
an awesome job with asst. secretary
& I know you’ll make Shamrock tons
of fun this year! Love, Lisa
_________________________11/19
Jamie Lynn of KAPPA DELTAGood luck next semester-I will
miss you! AOT-Becky
_________________________11/19
Val of KAPPA DELTA: Don’t be
sad to leave. Good luck with student teaching next semester.
We’ll both do great. AOT, Danielle
_________________________11/19
68% of EIU students have not
used tobacco within the last
month (n=471 representative students, Spring 2002)
_________________________11/22

DOONESBURY

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The majority of EIU students, staff,
and faculty wear their seat belt.
_________________________11/19
Just Spence’s 1148 6th St. open
Tuesday-Saturday 1:30-5pm a prilcelsss shop? Well, we’re a tagless
shop - you be the judge? All new
lower prices. Fame, Friendly, People!
345-1469
_________________________11/20
FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS. Earn
$1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 33 hour
fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with not risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
get with the program? It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(8888888) 9233-33238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
_________________________11/21

MOTHER

GOOSE

&

GRIM

BY MIKE PETERS

advertise
581-2816
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OVC

FOOTBALL

Automatic berth on the line
Eastern moves to
No. 2 in latest Sports
Network polls

◆

By Matthew Stevens
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Ohio Valley Conference
doesn’t sanction a championship
game but essentially that’s what
Murray, Ky., will be hosting
Saturday afternoon.
The OVC automatic berth will
be on the line as the Murray State
Racers (6-4, 4-1) look to pull of the
biggest OVC upset in the 2002 season by knocking off the secondranked Eastern Illinois Panthers
(8-2, 5-0).
The Racers have their latest
opportunity to earn a playoff spot
since 1996 when Houston Nutt
guided Murray State to back-toback OVC titles.
Ironically, Eastern will try for
that exact same back-to-back feat
Saturday and attempt to stretch
their conference winning-streak to
14.
However, in what will be an
emotionally packed conference
game, Eastern has had problems
historically competing at Stewart
Stadium where they are 1-6 (the
Panthers’ only win came in 2000
by a score of 48-7).
“We have our work cut out for
us ,but stranger things have happened,” Racers head coach Joe
Panunzio said.

Eastern
Even though the Panthers
defeated Florida Atlantic 47-6, the
game everybody in Charleston is
buzzing about is the game of the
year at Murray State.
“They are a dangerous ball club
that’s playing their best right now
,and that’s what makes them
scary,” head coach Bob Spoo said.
Eastern is currently ranked second in the Sports Network poll,
which is the highest the Panthers

have ever been.
To get Eastern’s ninth-straight
win and stay undefeated against IAA foes, Spoo is convinced
turnovers will be the deciding factor.
“Like in most big games, the
team who makes the least amount
of mistakes will win,” Spoo said.
It’s being rumored if the
Panthers came away from
Murray, Ky. with a win, they will
face former OVC rival Western
Kentucky at O’Brien Stadium.
“There’s no guarantee that we’d
get in if we lose the football game
Saturday because I don’t know
how the selection process works,”
Spoo said.
Walter Payton Award front runner senior quarterback Tony
Romo looks to complete a 18-1
record against OVC opponents and
add to his record-setting 31 touchdown passes against a Racer
defense that has allowed 19 points
per game during its four game
winning streak.
“We have had a player named
Tony Romo that has led our team
with so much experience,” Spoo
said.
Spoo is convinced that no matter
what happens, the league deserves
to have two teams in the playoffs.
“It’s just a damn good league
and it deserves to have two teams
in,” Spoo said.

Murray State
The Racers were able to put
themselves in a championship situation by defeating TennesseeMartin 42-3 behind the running of
senior tailback Billy Blanchard’s
158 yards on 22 carries.
The Racers piled up 419 yards
on the Skyhawks and have averaged 46.5 points per game in their
four-game winning streak.
However, Panunzio currently
only has one solution to controlling
the Panther passing attack.
“If you can tie Tony Romo’s
arms together, maybe you can stop

Sports Network I-AA Poll
Team

Previous Rank

1. McNeese State
2. Eastern Illinois
3. Georgia Southern
4. Montana
5. Western Illinois
6. Grambling State
7. Appalachian State
8. Furman
9. Maine
10. Northeastern
11. Bethune-Cookman
12. Northwestern State
13. Villanova
14. Wofford
15. Western Kentucky
16. Pennsylvania
17. Nicholls State
18. Idaho State
19. Gardner-Webb
20. Lehigh
21. Duquesne
22. Eastern Kentucky
23. William & Mary
24. Southeast Mo. St.
25. Fordham

9-1
8-2
9-2
10-1
10-1
10-1
8-3
7-3
9-2
9-2
10-1
8-3
8-3
8-3
8-3
8-1
7-3
7-3
9-1
8-3
11-0
7-4
6-4
8-4
8-2

2
3
4
1
5
6
8
9
11
12
13
7
14
10
15
17
18
20
22
23
24
25
16
19
21

Dropped Out: No. 19 Massachusetts, No. 21
Portland State
Others receiving votes (in order of points, minimum of five required): Massachusetts,
Colgate, Florida A&M, Hampton, Eastern
Washington, Montana State, Stephen F.
Austin, Alabama A&M, Portland State,
Youngstown State, Murray State, Yale,
Jackson State, Delaware, Northern Arizona,
Dayton, Howard, Illinois State.

him,” Pununzio said, “At some
point he’s not going to have a
Michael Jordan-type performance.”
The key with a Joe Panunziocoached team is that they have to
be leading going into the fourth
quarter.
Going into the 2002 season,
Panunzio was 6-0 after leading
through three quarters but was 0-5
when trailing at the same point.
“The master plan would be to
get out to a quick start, but I don’t
know how the game will go,”
Panunzio said.

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Senior tailback J.R. Taylor brings in one of his four touchdown carries in
the Panthers 47-6 victory Saturday over Florida Atlantic at O’Brien
Stadium.

of Mattoon

Free Jalapeño
Fries

TAmaretto Stone Sour
uesdays

N
OPE
9pm

& Red Bull Vodkas

$3
Free Chips &
Salsa

ADVERTISE
In the DEN
581-2816

Kappa Delta
Congratulates

Mike Ripke
of Sigma Pi
on becoming the

New 2003
Daggerman

Happy 22nd B-day
Stefanie!
Love ya, Ang

$ 15 0

Applications
out now.
AD VE TI SE Interviews will
R
be held Dec. 2
IN THE
D E N & 4 from 6-9
pm. Sign up for
an interview
time when you
turn in the
application.
Happy 21st
Julie VAG
Love The 1402 Girls

$

40
$2

Homecoming
Coordinator
Elect
Position
Questions?
Call Chelsea
Fredericks
@ 581-5117
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NFL

McNabb likely out for rest of regular season
PHILADELPHIA
(AP)
—
Donovan McNabb took the
Philadelphia Eagles to first place
in the NFC East. Koy Detmer will
have to keep them there.
McNabb probably will miss the
rest of the regular season and
could be out for the playoffs
because of his broken right ankle.
Detmer, who hasn’t started a game
since 1999, takes over for the twotime Pro Bowl quarterback.
“I’m looking at it like Donovan is
going to take care of business and

do what needs to be done and that
we don’t have Donovan for the
season and we move on,” Eagles
coach Andy Reid said Monday. “I
think it’s important that the football team functions that way. We
have full trust in what Koy’s going
to do.”
McNabb was injured on the
third play of Sunday’s game
against Arizona, but he stayed in
and threw a career-best four
touchdown passes to lead the
Eagles past the Cardinals 38-14.

The Eagles (7-3) have six games
left and hold a one-game lead over
the New York Giants in the division. McNabb could possibly
return for the playoffs, but Reid
said it’s too early to set a definite
timetable.
McNabb, his family and the
Eagles’ medical staff are considering options that include surgery or
letting the broken bone heal on its
own. It’s possible McNabb could
return sooner if he had surgery,
but that hasn’t been determined.

“We’ll have a better idea in the
next day or so,” Reid said. “We’re
looking at right now six-to-eight
weeks.”
McNabb, who has never had a
serious injury, had insisted he’d
try to play against San Francisco
next Monday night. He has made
53 straight starts, including playoffs.
But his streak will end when
Detmer takes the snaps against
the 49ers (7-3) in a game that has
significant playoff implications.

Ballard:

Meinheit:

The Panthers say goodbye to three
seniors with loss to Purdue

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
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Junior midfielder Kimberly Genenbacher fights for the ball against a Tennessee Tech
player on October 18 at Lakeside Field.

Detmer, a seventh-round pick
by the Eagles in 1997, was 1-4 as a
starter in 1998 for a team that finished 3-13. He won his only start in
1999 when the Eagles went 5-11.
He has completed 113 of 227 passes (49.7 percent) for 1,240 yards,
eight TDs and nine interceptions
in six seasons, and has thrown just
17 passes since his last start.
“It’s a huge difference,” Detmer
said about starting. “Now you’re
the guy out there trying to make
things happen.”

One of the team goals at the beginning of the season
was to win a NCAA Tournament game, and Ballard was
proud of the team’s attempt to achieve an upset.
“We have disappointment in that loss because we had
extremely high expectations, but I believe we represented Eastern Illinois very well,” Ballard said.
Ballard believes that the rigors of the OVC
Tournament may have had a little to do with Eastern getting overloaded with shots in the second half.
“I don’t like to use this as an excuse, but it was our
third tough game in a row, and I believe that we lost a little bit of our legs, but we sure didn’t lose any heart,”
Ballard said.
That heart was able to carry Eastern to the penalty
kick situation where Ballard was supremely confident.
“I would put those five girls out there today against
that type of pressure,” Ballard said.
Out of respect for the senior trio leaving, Ballard
wouldn’t comment about next season but did issue this
bold statement to Panther fans:
“I have no doubt we will get it at some point,” Ballard
said.
Ballard said that LeMaster, Traen and Manser will
without a doubt be missed, but their last game was currently Eastern’s best performance ever.
“Yeah, it was my last game, but we have nothing to be
ashamed of,” LeMaster said.

But the athletes who decide to go
to college and stay for four years
deserve our respect. College athletes
are sometimes criticized for getting
special privileges, but I’m proud of
our athletes at Eastern. They are not
only devoted to their sport, but also
their studies.
In each of the last six semesters,
female athletes on this campus have
had a cumulative GPA of over 3.0.
Last spring, 11 of the 20 teams on
campus had GPAs over 3.0.
The most impressive stat I can
provide about the hard work Eastern
athletes put into their school work is
69 percent of student athletes graduate. That is 4 percent higher than the
campus average. It is also the highest percentage in the Ohio Valley
Conference and the only other school
in Illinois with a higher percentage
is the University of Illinois at 74 percent.

This day in Panther sports...
◆ 1993: Men’s basketball team
defeats Latvian Select Team 76-63
in exhibition game at Lantz Gym.

12
Panther sports calendar
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S AT U R D AY
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LONG

SHOT

MEN’S

M & W Swimming at Saint Louis 5:30 p.m.
M e n ’s B a s k e t b a l l P r e s e a s o n N I T T B A
W Basketball vs. S. Houston St. 3 p.m. Central Florida
Football at Murray State
1:30 p.m.
W Basketball at Central Florida 3 p.m.

BASKETBALL

Eastern advances in Preseason NIT
Domercant nets 36
points as Panthers beat
Broncos 73-59

◆
Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

Concentrate
on college
games
Last night the men’s basketball team tipped off their regular season, and for me, it’s the
only basketball that matters.
Forget about the NBA, give
me college, high school or even
Pee-Wee league hoops. I will
not even permit NBA games to
be on my TV for more than
five seconds. It’s not because I
don’t like basketball because I
love the competition in college
and high school games even if
the skill level might not be as
high — well, maybe not in the
Vancouver Grizzlies case.
But Matt, the Grizzlies play
in Memphis.
What? When did they move
to Tennessee?
I can actually tolerate the
NBA playoffs, but only if the
Dallas Mavericks are still in it.
God bless Mark Cuban. Sadly,
the only reason I remotely care
about the NBA is because I’m a
fan of an owner.
Over the years, professional
athletes have jaded me with
their demands for more money
and incentives. In college and
high school I don’t have to
worry about that crap, unless
I’m watching a Michigan game
or that high school kid who has
his games broadcast on payper-view.
For the most part, college
and high school basketball is
all about the game. Fans still
have to put up with the cry
babies and primadonnas, but
not to the same extent as the
pros.
I admire players in college
because they put even more
work into what they do than
the pros. Players in the NBA
only have to worry about basketball and the occasional
paternity suit.
In college, players work
their butts off in practice on
top of going to classes and
keeping their grades up. That’s
why I was pleased when I
found out Henry Domercant
was coming back for his last
season earlier this year after
tinkering with the idea of going
pro.
Players who leave college
early to go the pros, or even
worse straight from high
school to the pros just make
me lose faith in the game.
Fans go to games because
they want to be entertained by
talented athletes and root on
their favorites. But when I pick
my favorite players, character
is a big factor.
Professional athletes like
Allen Iverson and Ray Lewis
— who by all rights should be
in prison now — disgust me.
They make millions of dollars
a year and think it gives them
carte blanche to act like idiots.
Although, I can see why people like Eddy Curry go straight
to the pros. If someone dangled
millions of dollars in front of
me, I would take it. But in
Curry’s case I doubt he ever
planned on going to college.
Based on the interviews I
have seen of Curry, it wouldn’t
surprise me if he signed his
contract with an ‘x.’
SEE MEINHEIT
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By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

Senior guard Henry Domercant
showed Boise State why he was the
second leading scorer in the nation
last year.
The Panthers (1-0) showed the
Broncos (0-1) the way out of the
Preseason NIT
in the opening
round with a 7359 win and
were the only
visiting team to
win in the NIT
Monday night.
The Panthers await the winner of
the Florida Louisiana Tech winner
to see who they will play on
Thursday.
Domercant torched the nets in
the BSU Pavilion with 36 points.
A young Broncos team fell like a
sack of potatoes against the
Panthers’ high percentage shooting. Eastern made 49 percent of its
shots in the game, including nine of
22 from three-point territory.
The Panthers were also able to
out run the Broncos, preventing the
up-tempo style of the Broncos’ new
head coach Greg Graham from
succeeding.
Both teams looked like they were
playing in their first game of the
season at the start of the game. The
Panthers and Broncos fumbled the
ball back and forth resulting in little scoring in the opening minutes.
After five minutes the score was
just 10-7 in favor of the Broncos.
However, the Broncos would not
hold the lead for much longer after
that point. Domercant made a
three-pointer to tie the game at ten
and start the Panthers on a 20 to
five run. Eastern took the lead for

WOMEN’S

good when Domercant finished a
fast break with an easy slam dunk
to make the score 12-11. During the
Panthers run, the Broncos didn’t
help themselves out, failing to
score on 10 consecutive possessions.
The Panthers were able to build a
lead by outshooting and outscoring
the Broncos off turnovers. In the
first half, the Panthers knocked
down 46 percent of their shots from
the field.
Moving the three-point line back
nine inches didn’t slow the
Panthers perimeter scoring either
as they made half of their 12 threepoint attempts in the first half.
Domercant found his rhythm
from the field early, scoring 11
points in as many minutes.
Senior guard J.R. Reynolds gave
the Panthers balance with nine
points in the first half, taking some
defensive pressure off Domercant.
None of the Broncos stepped into
a leading scorer role, sophomore
forward Jason Ellis led the Broncos
with six points and three other
players added five.
Domercant kept the Panthers
rolling early in the second half.
Scoring 10 of Eastern’s first 15
points of the half, Domercant led
the Panthers to a 21-8 run to start
the half.
With 11:52 left remaining in the
game, the Panthers held a 57-39
lead and Domercant had already
met his average from a year ago
with 26 points.
After building a more than
healthy lead in the second half that
grew to over 20 points, the
Panthers coasted in the last 10 minS T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R
utes of the game.
Senior guard J.R. Reynolds scored 18 points against Boise State on Monday
Reynolds doubled his halftime night’s Preseason NIT victory.
production with another nine points
in the second half to end the night enough to outscore the Broncos by guard Bryan Defares led the
with 18 points.
themselves.
Broncos with 14. Ellis was just
Combined, Domercant and
Ellis and junior forward Aaron three rebounds away from recordReynolds had 54 points--nearly Haynes had 13 points and junior ing a double-double.

SOCCER

Ballard: Best game in eight years
By Matthew Stevens
S TA F F W R I T E R

Head coach Steve Ballard called the Panthers
heartbreaking loss to the Purdue Boilermakers
the best game he’s seen in his eight years at
Eastern.
Unfortunately, it was the last game for three
seniors — Cara Le Master, Rebecca Traen and
Terri Manser.
“They will surely be missed,” Ballard said.
Midfielder/Forward and captain Cara LeMaster
ended her career fourth all-time in goals, assists
and points. LeMaster was able to get an assist in
the first round loss to Purdue by setting up Audra
Frericks for the first goal of the game.
“She just never stops working because every bit
of her game is effort,” Ballard said “The goal on
Friday night was picture perfect.”
Rebecca Traen was an Ohio Valley Conference
selection for three consecutive years after she
was red-shirted in 1999.
“Becca is one of those that never quit on me or
the team, and she’s started every game she’s been
in,” Ballard said.
Finally, senior Terri Manser earned a career
high seven goals, two of which were game winners, and earned OVC honorable mention for the
first time ever.
“Terri Manser stuck with me the entire season
and played her best,” Ballard said.
“Everyone on this team showed a lot of total
dedication, loyalty and commitment to the cause,”
he said, “You can’t ask for more than that.”
All three of those seniors were selected on the
OVC Academic Honor Roll at least once in their
four-year careers. The loss to Purdue clearly portrayed the upperclassmen’s will to survive and
advance.
“That game on Friday night surpassed all of my
expectations for how I thought this team could
play,” Ballard said.
SEE BALLARD
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Sophomore forward Audra Frericks fights for a header against Valparaiso on October 6. Frericks
had the lone goal in regulation for the Panthers in their shootout loss against Purdue on Friday.

